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CFII, MEI, AGI
Ever wish your airplane could fly itself? With the Garmin GFC
700, that vision is getting closer to reality. In the past, some GA
aircraft have been equipped with rate-based autopilots, like the
S-TEC 55X or the Bendix-King KAP 140. Some of these
autopilots would allow the aircraft to fly standard-rate turns, hold
altitudes, command wings-level, and even couple to instrument
approaches, depending on the particular model. With the Garmin
Flight Control system, we now have access to incredible attitude-
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based digital precision. This article is designed to help you with
0

the basics of using the GFC 700 for a basic VFR flight scenario.
There are many more features and techniques that we may
discuss in later articles.
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NOTE: Although there are many variations of the GFC 700
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Autopilot, this article is based on the configuration found in the
Cessna Nav III.

Components and Definitions
AFCS – Autopilot Flight Control System (specifically, the Garmin
Flight Control System – GFC 700)
Flight Director (FD) – Provides the following:
Command Bars showing pitch/roll guidance
Pitch/roll mode selection and processing
Autopilot communication
Autopilot (AP) – Autopilot operation occurs within the pitch, roll
and pitch trim servo and provides servo monitoring and automatic
flight control in response to flight director steering commands,
AHRS attitude and rate information, and airspeed.
Manual Electric Trim (MET) – The pitch trim adapter provides
manual electric trim capability when the autopilot is not engaged.

Using the Flight Director
To begin, let me state that
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TESTIMONIALS
After owning my
new C400 for a
year, the
recurrent training
and IPC that
Brandon gave me
made me feel
much more
confident as PIC.
Brandon's
knowledge of the
plane and its
systems is
excellent and his
teaching skills are
very user friendly.
I plan to use
Brandon every
six months for
IPC's and
annually for
recurrent training.
I would highly
recommend that
all C400 pilots
see Brandon for
IPC's and
recurrent training.
C. Black
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The flight director is NOT
the autopilot.
The flight director simply serves to provide instructions to the
autopilot, or to the pilot (depending on the mode selection). Many
professional pilots use the flight director for nearly all of their
flying, so they can continue receiving guidance even when hand-

Brandon is a true
professional. He
is prompt and
thorough, as he
instructs by the
book. I appreciate
his
professionalism. I
highly
recommend his
services.
Craig Simon

flying the aircraft.

The yellow aircraft symbol represents the attitude of the aircraft.
The magenta command bars represent the guidance from the
flight director. While flying with the flight director, you simply
match the top of the aircraft symbol to the bottom of the
command bars. The modes you select will control what the
command bars display. You can select a specific pitch, airspeed,
heading, course, or altitude if desired. Without a flight director,
you would focus on scanning the instrument: looking at the
attitude indicator, altimeter, VSI, airspeed, and heading. Now, it is
as if the flight director does the scanning for you.
The FD key allows you to turn the flight director
on or off. When the flight director is initially
turned on, it defaults to the Roll (ROL) & Pitch
(PIT) modes. This means that it will direct you
to continue holding the same bank and pitch as
when you first pressed the key. Then you will
continue selecting the desired modes.
NOTE: The flight director may be used
without the autopilot, but the autopilot may
not be used without the flight director. If
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get. Brendan was
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prepared, and
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desired, the autopilot can be selected first (AP)
and the flight director will appear automatically in the default
modes. The following example may be used with just the flight
director if you want to hand-fly the commands… OR… Let the
autopilot do the work and you can watch the results in action.
IMPORTANT: Who is flying the airplane? You or the autopilot?
The indication is subtle, but the answer is found in the small “AP”
indication at the top center of the PFD in the autopilot status bar.
Green AP = Autopilot is following the flight director
commands
If the center of the status bar is blank or shows a
yellow or red AP, then the autopilot is not flying the
plane, so you have the controls (or at least you
should!).

Typical VFR Flight Example:
Preflight Preparations:
Autopilot preflight test completed
Select desired altitude (ALT knob)
Sync heading bug when aligned with runway (press
HDG knob)
Know the minimum altitude for autopilot use (varies
depending on the airplane model 400’-800’ AGL is
common.)
My typical after-takeoff flow goes something like this:
FD or AP on (defaults to pitch and roll modes)
Sync heading bug or select desired heading
HDG – FD follows the heading bug
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NAV – This will arm the NAV mode to capture the
course assuming I’ve chosen an acceptable intercept
angle with my heading bug for my desired course.
NOTE: This does not automatically pick an intercept
angle for the course – You must set the initial
intercept angle and then it will capture the course
when the CDI needle centers.
FLC (or VS) – Holds indicated airspeed or vertical
speed, respectively.
NOSE UP or NOSE DN – To select the desired
airspeed or vertical speed.
The Resulting Climb Modes:
GPS HDG AP FLC xxKT ALTS

Once you intercept the course and the course
captures, you will see the following:
GPS AP FLC xxxKT ALTS

Translation: Tracks your GPS course, while
maintaining the indicated airspeed until reaching the
selected altitude where it will level off.
Cruise:
The Resulting Cruise Modes:
GPS AP ALT XXXX FT
Translation: Maintains GPS course and altitude at
XXXX. You will be in this mode for most of the flight.
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Descent:
Select Desired Altitude (ALT Knob) – Traffic pattern
altitude perhaps?
Select mode of descent (VS, PIT, VNV, etc.) – VS is
typical for descents.
Adjust the rate of descent – It defaults to the current
rate at the moment you select VS, which is probably
0 fpm if you are in level flight. Just press the NOSE
DN key 5 times to get 500 fpm.
The autopilot status bar should now show the
following:
GPS AP VS 500fpm ALTS

Translation: You will stay on course as you descend
at 500 fpm until reaching your selected altitude at
which time the FD will capture the selected altitude to
cue the level-off.
Upon reaching the selected altitude, the FD will level
off and you will see the following indication:
GPS AP ALT xxxxFT

You can now disconnect the autopilot and turn off the
flight director as you hand fly your arrival into the
traffic pattern.
BEST PRACTICES TIP: Make it a habit to turn off the flight
director anytime you disconnect the autopilot unless you intend to
follow it. It’s a bad habit to keep the flight director on if you don’t
intend to follow it, as it can prove to be a distraction. It can also
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create some surprises later if you decide to turn the autopilot
back on, not expecting it to try to capture the last selected
modes. After pressing the red autopilot disconnect button on your
yoke, simply press the “FD” key to turn off the flight director, and
the magenta V-bars should disappear.
As always, feel free to leave a comment or send us a Facebook
message if you have any questions. We will look forward to
writing about some of the more advanced autopilot features in the
near future!
References: Garmin G1000 Pilot’s Guide for Cessna Nav III (19000498-06 Rev. B)
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